We heuristically discuss the Ashtekar type canonical analysis of gravity using temporal foliations instead of spatial foliations and analyze its implications on classical and quantum gravity in general. The constraints and the constraint algebra are essentially the same as before. The gauge group of the real gravity theory is now SO(2, 1) instead of SU (2) on the phase of canonical gravity restricted to real triads. We briefly discuss the classical and quantum aspects of the theory. We propose a generalization of the Ashtekar formalism in which the type of the foliation is included in the initial conditions. The gauge group and phase space of Ashtekar formalism is clarified. The area spectrum is unchanged if we use only the finite dimensional representations of SL(2, C) to construct the quantum Hilbert space of the theory. If we use the infinite dimensional representations of SL(2, C) to construct the Hilbert space of Loop quantum gravity, we suggest the possibility that the Ashtekar formulation using spacial foliations is related to the Lorentzian Barrett-Crane model based on SL(2, C)/SU (2) and the Ashtekar formulation with temporal foliations is related to the Rovelli-Perez model based on SL(2, C)/SU (1, 1)Z2. This work has implications for loop quantum gravity.
Introduction.
To do the canonical formulation of Einstein-Hilbert gravity, we usually start by foliating the space-time manifold with spatial hypersurfaces [1] . But for the purpose of quantum gravity it is a good idea to be open minded about our choices because in quantum gravity, metric and coordinate system do not appear to be the fundamental concepts [2] , [3] , [4] , [6] . Here we consider the alternative scenario of foliating the space-time manifold with time-like hypersurfaces. We discuss the Ashtekar type canonical analysis of gravity [7] with temporal foliation. The result is that now the gauge constraint corresponds to the group SO(2, 1) instead of SO(3) on the canonical phase space restricted to real triads.
The canonical evolution is formally well defined but requires a rigorous study. The motivation for this work came from our ongoing research to relate spin foam models to canonical quantum gravity.
In section two the canonical analysis with temporal foliation is presented. Please see section three for a discussion on the classical and quantum aspects of the new formulation. In section 3.1 a generalization of Ashtekar formulation is explained in which the type of the foliation is included in the initial condition. In section 3.2 the gauge group and the phase space of Ashtekar type canonical gravity is clarified. In the conclusion at the end, some important implications of this work on loop quantum gravity is explained.
Ashtekar formulation with time-like foliation.
Here we redo the canonical analysis of gravity [4] assuming the foliation is time-like. Consider a foliation of a four manifold M which is endowed with a real metric g αβ of signature (− + ++). Let the manifold be foliated by timelike hypersurfaces. Let us choose a coordinate system (t, x, y, z) such that z is constant in the foliating hypersurfaces. Thus z is our parameter to be used for canonical evolution. Let n α be the space-like unit normal (n α n α = 1) to the hypersurfaces and z α = (∂/∂z) α . Let E 
where E is the determinant of the tetrad = − det(g αβ ). Now using 
and the Hamiltonian is
where 
where q is the determinant of q αβ and κ IJ = diag(1, 1, −1). At this point nothing a priori seems to prevent us giving initial data on a time-like surface and evolve it along the z direction. A rigorous analysis of this formalism is required. It would also be interesting to study this formalism by applying it to some specific problems.
3 Analysis.
A general classical perspective.
If we had started with a complex Plebanski Langrangian (complex general relativity) in the previous section, we would have ended with both the canonical variables taking values in the complexified Lie algebra of SO(3). Since this is isomorphic to complexified Lie algebra of SO(2, 1), it apperars that one cannot essentially differentiate between temporal and spacial foliations using the setup of the complex canonical theory itself. From the complex general relativity one extracts a real section by fixing reality conditions that both q αβ and its time derivativeq αβ be real. This has been discussed in Ref. [4] , were the signature of the real metric has been implicitly assummed to be (+ + +).
Consider the original Ashtekar formulation with spacial foliation. Assume we fix a complex basis for the triad index I in P α I of complex general relativity such that q αβ = tr(P α P β ) = δ IJ P α I P β J . Assume we fix the reality conditions that q αβ is real with signature (+ + +) andq αβ is real. Then if we multiply one of the vector (co-vector) in the triad P α I (and connection A I α ) say P α 3 (and A 3 α ) by i (−i), this defines new dynamical variables corresponding to a (+ + −) theory discussed in the previous section. Now, from the analysis in the previous section this corresponds to a temporal foliation. So it appears that the signature of q αβ = tr(P α P β ) identifies the type of foliation (spatial or temporal or possibly null) the canonical theory refers to. Now signature of the metric can be considered as an initial condition of the canonical evolution. This means that the type of the foliation can be considered to be contained in the initial condition.
The gauge group and the phase space.
A closer look at the gauge generator A ij t D β P β ij d 3 x in the action tells us that it is actually a CSO(3) (≃ CSO(2, 1) ≃ SL(2, C)) gauge generator for both real and complex general relativity. This means that the phase space of the canonical theory have to be expanded to involve complex triads. Then the canonical general relativity should correspond to real general relativity if the triad P α I is gauge equivalent to a real triad satisfying the reality conditions [4] . If the triad P α I is restricted to be real, the complexified gauge group is reduced to one of the real gauge groups SO(2, 1) or SO(3) corresponding to the signature (+ + + ) or ( + + −) respectively of the hypersurface metric.
Canonical quantization.
In case of the Ashtekar formulation with spacial foliations Rovelli and Smolin [3] came up with spin networks constructed out of the finite dimensional representations of SL(2, C). These spin networks are invariant under the SL(2, C) transformations. This can be inferred from the fact that the Rovelli-Smolin spin networks are simply linearly independent sums of various Wilson multiloop variables which are SL(2, C) invariant. This means that Rovelli-Smolin spin networks are equally useful to the quantized temporal foliated theory as a Hilbert space. The quantization of the constraints should be formally same for both spacial and temporal foliations, but a rigorous analysis is required.
On the issue dynamics of Ashtekar formulation with temporal foliations we are in a better situation in the quantized theory because the wave function is suppossed to be annihilated by the Hamiltonian and there is no explicit quantum dynamics [4] .
Quantum of area.
In case of the spacial foliated theory the quantum of the area [3] is given by square root of the eigen value S(S + 1)of the Casimir operator of SU (2) which is
where − → J is the angular momentum operator and S is spin quantum number. If we use the Rovelli-Smolin spin networks for the temporal foliated theory if we do the relevant calculations we again end with square root of J 2 for the area spectrum 1 . But heuristically one would expect the areas in the temporal foliated theory to be more complex allowing real and imaginary values corresponding to space-like or time-like areas respectively. This has not happened because we have chosen to use the finite dimensional representations of SL(2, C) only.
Instead of finite dimensional representations, one can use the infinite dimensional representations of SL(2, C). In this case one can identify one of the Casimirs of SL(2, C) as the area operator which can be both discrete and continuous [11] . This has been done in Lorentzian spin foams. The area A spectrum in Lorentzian spin foams is essentially of form A 2 = ρ 2 − m 2 where ρ is a real number and m is a discrete number with only one of ρ and m non-zero at a time. Technically A is the area of one of the 2− simplices of the triangulation. When ρ (m) is non-zero the area is continuous (discrete) and real (imaginary). The fact that the continuous spectrum in the spin foam should correspond to elemental areas of space-like 2-surfaces can be inferred from the study of semiclassical limit of spin foam models [12] , [14] , [13] , and [6] . This is actually not consistent with loop quantum gravity where the discrete spectrum corresponds to elemental areas of space-like 2−surfaces [3] . This need to be clarified.
The area operator in Loop quantum gravity is essentially the SU (2) part of the Casimir of SL(2, C). It appears that if we restrict to finite dimensional representations of SL(2, C) the temporal and spacial foliated theories are formally equivalent. But if we are prepared to use infinite dimensional representations to construct Hilbert space in quantum gravity, this situation can be rectified, because of availability of both real (space-like) and imaginary (time-like) area spectrums. In Ref. [18] , infinite dimensional representations are used to construct Hilbert space for 2 + 1 Lorentzian gravity. Both continuous (space-like) and discrete spectrum (time-like) are observed for the length operator. Ideas about the construction of spin networks for non-compact groups have been presented in [19] . Please follow the references [18] and [19] for more information on the use of infinite dimensional representations in quantum gravity.
Relation to Spin Foams.
In our previous work [8] we described a discrete evolution formulation of spin foams to understand the relation between spin foams and canonical quantum gravity. In this work we foliated a simplicial manifold by simplicial hypersurfaces and re-expressed the spin foam models of BF theory for compact groups and Riemannian gravity [6] as evolution of the spin networks associated to these hypersurfaces. We decided to develop this work in the context of Lorentzian quantum gravity. In this case there are two popular spin foam models 1) the Barrett-Crane model based on the homogenous space H + = SL(2, C)/SU (2) [9] , [10] and 2) the Rovelli-Perez model based on the homogenous space H − = SL(2, C)/SU (1, 1).Z 2 [11] .
In the first model (second model) time-like (space-like) four-vectors that are the elements of the upper sheet of the double sheet hyperboloid H + (single sheet hyperboloid H − ) in the Minkowski space-time is associated to each side of the edges of simplices of the manifold, which are then used to define amplitude for the simplices. Let's assume the asymptotic limit of the spin foam amplitudes describe the semiclassical limit [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] . Then in the semiclassical limit the four-vectors associated to the edges take meaning as the normals to the edges in the simplicial geometry described by Regge [16] , [13] , [14] . This implies in the semiclassical limit, for the first model any simplicial foliation [8] of a simplicial manifold becomes a simplicial spacial foliation. A possible interpretation of this is that the discrete evolution formulation of the first model could be related to the usual Ashtekar formalism. This is also supported by the use of H + = SL(2, C)/SU (2) to construct the first model while SU (2) ≃ SO(3) being the effective gauge group of the Ashtekar formulation when the phase space is restricted to real triads.
For the second model, in the semiclassical limit, the simplicial foliation becomes a temporal foliation 2 . This, in analogy with the first model, suggests that the second model might correspond to the Ashtekar formulation with temporal foliation with the gauge group SU (1, 1) ≃ SO(2, 1). A word of caution is that these relationships between the canonical quantum theories and spin foams has been suggested only on intuitive grounds. So more careful analysis is required to get clear understanding of the nature of the relationships.
In the Rovelli-Perez model, a bone (2-simplex) of a triangulation of a four
, where n = 4k, k any integer, ρ is a real number and δ's are the kronecker deltas. The pair (n, ρ) refers to a representation in the principal serious unitary representations of the Lorentz group. Setting ρ = 0, then the propagator of theory essentially becomes
where θ is defined by cos(θ) = η αβ x α y β . We can construct a spin foam model using this propagator. It is easy to see that [11] this model in the asymptotic limit is controlled by Regge-Einstein action S = b k b θ b , where b is the bones of the simplicial foliation [14] . The n = 0 and ρ = 0 case is similar. Here the propagator K − ρ (x, y) [11] of the theory seems to be more complicated but still the asymptotic limit yields a Regge-Einstein type action. This can inferred by a cursory analysis of the expression for K − ρ (x, y) given in [11] . manifold in a simplicial hypersurface can be either be space-like or time-like depending on whether its color is continuous or discrete (please see footnote 1) in the spin foam [11] . This is consistent with the fact that when a time-like hypersurface in classical gravity is triangulated by 3-simplices, the 2-simplices of this triangulation can be either be spacelike or time-like.
To understand the correspondence mentioned here between the spin foams and canonical quantum gravity theories one might have to work using infinite dimensional representations of SL(2, C) in the later, since the former models use them.
Conclusion.
Here we introduced a reformulation of canonical gravity using temporal foliation. Since our discussion has been very formal, the ideas presented need to studied more rigorously. Usefulness of this formulation for solving physical problems need to be investigated.
In loop quantum gravity preferential treatment is given to holomorphic functionals of Wilson loop variables [20] . This is responsible for the use of finite dimensional representations of SL(2, C) in spin networks and ultimately the quantization of area (and volume) [3] . But from discussions here, it seems that, restricting oneself to holomorphic functionals, we cannot essentially differentiate between quantum states on space-like hypersurfaces from those on time-like hypersurfaces in a way that is consistent with the expected classical geometrical properties like elemental areas of 2− surfaces. This could mean that Rovelli-Smolin spin networks may not capture the full physical information in classical gravity. A possible alternative might be to work out a complete L 2 space of SL(2, C) gauge invariant functionals, involving infinite dimensional representations of SL(2, C). If this idea is implemented one might be also able to understand the correspondences suggested in the previous section between the spin foam models and the canonical quantum gravity theories.
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